Bench testing of auto-adjusting positive airway pressure devices.
Continuous positive airway pressure devices are routinely used to treat sleep breathing disorders. Automated devices that adjust the therapeutic pressure have recently been proposed. The utility of such devices is still controversial, as rigorous clinical comparisons are difficult to perform as a result of patient and device differences. The current authors studied automated devices in a respiratory model that was able to mimic upper airway mechanics and to interact with pressure adjustment in a closed loop. Five auto-adjusted devices were submitted to this model, in order to determine their ability to detect respiratory events and adjust pressure accordingly. All apnoeas were suppressed, whilst the reaction to repetitive hypopnoeas was dependent on the airflow shape. In some devices, repetitive hypopnoeas were changed to flow limitation. Artificial snoring caused a pressure increase in four devices, and constant mask leak was not systematically compensated. Only one device did not raise pressure in response to central apnoeas with opened upper airways. These findings show that, in some devices, event classification failed and normal airflow was not fully restored, resulting in elevated residual event indices. In conclusion, this model is useful in order to reproducibly compare diagnostic and therapeutic capacities of commercial devices as a first step, before costly clinical studies.